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DEFINITION: Antibacterial and anti-viral sanitizer for the environment.

COMPOSITION: 
Active Ingredient : Biodesin® ( Mixture of Ammonium Quaternaries ).
Other Components : Homogenizing agents, surfactants and dispersants.
Vehicle : Water.
 
CHARACTERISTICS:  It  is  a  liquid  with  antimicrobial  and  anti-viral  properties  based  on
ammonium quaternaries of 5th generation,  absolutely harmless to humans and animals.  It
eliminates more than 99.99% of virus, bacteria, germs and bad odors.

BACTERICIDE ACTION: Sprayed in the environment where humans and / or animals live, it
instantly eliminates virus, bacteria, germs and bad odors.

INSTRUCTIONS: Spray in the environment 4 or 5 times per day.
 
GENERAL USES:  It  is a product designed to sanitize homes, offices, restaurants, closed
public places and, in general, environments frequented by people.

PRECAUTIONS: Keep the product in cool areas and out .

PROPERTIES :
Physical state: Colorless liquid
Color: Colorless
Odor: Typical
Solubility in water: Unlimited
Density: 1.0
Viscosity: 1 – 50 cps
pH: 7.5 ± 0.5
Flammability: NOT flammable
Safety equipment: Not required
Toxicity: NON Toxic
Shelf life: 1 year
Physical separation: None
Chemical reaction: None



PRESENTATION: 500 milliliters and 1 liter, with sprayer

3.8, 20 y 200 liters, without sprayer 

RISK LEVEL : 

HMIS III :

HEALTH  1    

FLAMMABILITY  0   

REACTIVITY  0    

PHYSICAL RISK 0

0 = not significant
1 = Light
2 = Medium
3 = High
4 = Extreme

Version : 1.0 

Prepared in accordance with : Regulatory Documents

The information  provided in  this  TECHNICAL DATA SHEET is  correct  to  the  best  of  our
understanding as  of  the  date  of  publication.  The information  provided implies  the  quality
specification of the product, but is not a guarantee of its inappropriate use or its behavior in an
application other  than that  indicated in  this  document.  The information refers  only  to  the
specified material, and cannot be valid. for said in combination with others or in any process,
unless indicated in the text.


